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Obeei'Vationa were made on electronic materials~ equipment, techniquee. 
fast circuits, and particle accelerators at Brookhaven, CERN, Harwello Philips 
Research Labs at Eindhoven, Andre Lallemand1o Photomultiplier Lab at the 
Paris Oboervatory, and Centre d'i:tudea Nucl,aires de Saclay. · 

Introduction 

It;;·; my privilege to be invited by the Commisssaria.t a 11 fnel'gie: Atomique 
(Fra.nce) to observe the progress, methods, and proposed schemes for the r:f 
syotem of the proton synchrotron. under construction at Centre d 9ftudee Nucl~air4!io 
de Saclay. The time of the visit was during the first three months of 1956. During 
this period 11 short visits of 1 to 3 days were made, on behalf of the U.S.AEC, to 
the various other installations mentioned above. I wao primarily interea~ted in the 
fields of fast electronic ~ircuitr)" with applications to monitoring of high-energy 
particle-accelerator nuclear events, and of the rf oystemo of proton synchrotrons, 
This report is thus necessarily restricted to the materials,· equipment, techni~ut;s, 
and circuits that were .encountei'ed, in the short time available, in the fields of 
interest. 

Materials 

Europe has ~everal companies producing ferroceramics. The best known, 
the Philips Company at Eindhoven, Netherland&,. has the la.rgest facilitieeo Th® 
Stestit Mo.gnesia ComparAy, Werk Porz, Germany. is fairly weU known. However~ 
th~ 1Jignes T'lephoniques et Ti§legraphiqu.es; nea::~r Paria~ Ft>ance is not so well 
known. The LTT Company produces a ferrite with a Q of about 80 for use at 
10 Me and below, as well ae many other types of ferrite. 

Many companies are beginning to produce semiconductor devices. Originally, 
the manufacture of diodes by the Dutch Philips Company was the only important 
production of e«!miconductors. · Now, howeverp in addition to Philips, working with 
transistors the LTT people. under license from Bell Labs, ar~ making tra.ru•istor& 
of rt';portedly ver)· good quality; othel" companies are &leo in the preliminary otagfJG 
of production. 
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The situation with respect to receiving-size vacuum tub~e has been much 
improved recently. Almost all the important American typ~s a.r~ being produced 
under license in Europe; in addition, the Philips Company has many encellent tubeo. 
Philipo ia producfng the interesting new types, with most other companies con
centrating on American types~ 

Transmitting-abe tubes are in good supply. Although there are no Europ~an 
superpower shield-grid triodes, there is almost everything else from megawatt 
klystrons on down: water-, vapor-, and air-cooled; coplanarp disc seal, and 
conventional constructionD are all available. None ueing ceramics in place of glaao 
were seen. 

A opecial beam-switching type for use ao a very fast (millimicrosecond) 
bina~y scalar is being developed by Mullardp of England. 

1 
Tht!l Dutch Philips people 

were ohown an advancer copy of Q. A. Ke rn.s a o sugges tiona of EFP 60 modification a, 
The ideas were well received. Philips workers we:re also interemted to l~arn of 
the desire for a tube of the EFP 60 type that would have a somcr.what lower secondary
emission ratio (Z.S to 3 inete&d of 4 to S), but with greater etz.bility than ie pres~:ntlly 
realized with the existing EFP 60. Their attitude was that not much could be done .• 
howeverD oince there is insufficient demand. 1tt seemo to me that therltl would be 
a large demand for such an advanced type EFP 60 - a demand even greatf!r whtiom 
the exioten.ce of euch a tube 6ecame widely known. Many people would lilt® to us~ 
the EFP 60, but cannot, becauoe of the 300-Mc reaonancee, or the instability, o:r. 
both. A few people are forced to use it because it is the only tube that ca.n be used. 
Ao a reoult, few people use it, and those who do 9 dislike it. The Philips commell'idal 
attitude is clearly noticeab!eJ in their version of the 417 pentode. Thiel sam0 high 
transconductance is presei'Ved, but the very short leado of the ftarly Bell veraion 
are gone; as a resulto the tube is valuable only to the low, instead of the middl~. 
hundreds of megacycles. · 

The situation with regard to resistors, capacitors, and genl!lral hardware; i£1 
very good. Deposited-carbon resiotore, in particular, are in an advanced etate 
in Europe. Tantalum-type electrollytics are just appearing on th~ mark~t. Tb~ 
cable connector fietd iS even more confuoed than in America- -not only are there 
~any Euro}M.Ian typee, but in additionv the American typea are widely used also. 

~quip_!!!ent 

The equipment aituation is quite mixed. GtJrman middle -ra.nge oignal 
generators are quite good. The Frt!:nch have good multimetera and vacuum tu~ 
voltmetero. England (Metropolitan Vickers) has a eampling t~Z oedUo.scope 
with a 300-Mc ban,dwidth. lin ieneral, th~ mid-range equipment ordinarily ueed 
i~ a.vaUabll.e in quantity in Europe. Except for the Vickero unit mentionedv the 
specialized equipment involving ve.ry high or very low frequency. or very wid~ rangE!. 
ie still imported. Examples are: Tektronix 535 znd 617 oocilloscopea; Hewlett
Pacltard distributed amplifier&,· 650 and ZOZ signal generators. 

~~······,: .. --.~ .;-;.->..·-.,.....;:~:;-::ar'::"·~:r-_ ~--:lor~ .-:.-~-=· • 

UCRL E11ginttie,ring Note 4311-03-El. 

;a X. A. D. Lt>Jw~.a 11 MilHmicrosE~cond Puls{!, Techniqwt~o, McGx-a~JJ-HiU, 1954. p. 208, 
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!.,e~~~~~ 
. Circuit techniques are still conventional. The use of etched wiring boards 

is ·juet beginning. Racks utilize panel sizes for vertical division similar to the 
American system, but in addition. panel space is divided horizontally to allow 
plug -in subunits ho?izonta.lly. "Erector-set11 type standard parts allow building 
several different-sized subunits. 

The shortage of tra.inedpersonnel skilled in pulse-circuit techniquee, is even 
more acute than in the U.S. 

Fast Cil"cuits 

'J~he largest and most advanced group in millimicrosecond pulse techniques-·. 
is at Harwell under Dr. Kandiah. The state of their art ie well known by the. 
publication "Millimicrosecond Pulse Techniques" by Lewis and Wells {Dr. Lewis 
is no longer at Harwell). The Harwell group is now working to keep up with the 
demand for the existing circuits; thus the major effort is in exploiting the eldsting 
circuits, rather than further research. Development is going eon presently of 
"t~me sor&:ere" and "kick (pulse height) aorters, 11 with ~mpha&is on few vacuum tubes, 
as well as a traveling-wave oscilloscope. · 

The Philips Reseat:ch Labs is not concerned with fast circuits for nucleat• 
research purposes now. They are inv•stigating the hysteresis loops, at high 
frequency. of the small ferrite cores used as "memory" units in electronic com
puters. Dr. H. G. Bruijning has developed a sampling-type oscilloscope capable 
of resolution time of lo-9 sec. He hopes to reduce this time by utilizing di~des in tht~ 
sampling circuit. 

The Brookhaven National Laboratories has an "Electronic Instrumentationu 
group doing fast circuitry. A sampling-type oscilloscope with a rise time of about 
0.5 ~ to-9 second has been constructed by Roberi Sugarman. Much of the work at 
Brookhaven has been reported3 already. 

I 

There are two groups doing fast circuitry at Saclay. The Physics Department1 o 
group, under Dr. Gft Valladas, was engaged in fast-coinciden:ce circuits. The 
Electric Serviceo group was working on trigger and scaling circuits. The Physico 
group stated modestly that they were in the learning stage; they attained a co
incidence time of 3 x lo-9 second with Garwin-type and 6BN6 circuits. Th~ 
Electric Services Group (J. Mey) baa a scaler with a speed of abo•.1t 30 Me. "Th® 
Physice groupvs handicap was lack of high-level manpower, and Electric Servicere 
handicap was 1!.at:k of good pulse sources and oscilloscopes. The two groupe worked 
well together, cooperating to avoid duplication of work, and providing mutual 
assistance. 

3 Nudt~onics, McGraw-Hill, April 1956" p" 33. 
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~~!~rn 
The Electric Services Department has e. group working on pho~omultipli4!1rs 

in close cooperation with CSF, a French company. The emphaob is preoently 
on large -area scintillators and photocathode.s (in conjunction with conventional 
multiplier etructors). The largest units are en the ordei' of 1 foot in diametero 

Andre Lallemandrs photomultiplier group at the Paris Observatory manufactu:z'es 
unito that etreee sensitivity and very low dark current. The laboratory forms thei.r 
own multiplier units (Venetian blind type), deposit their own photocathodes 
(Sb, Cs 3 , and AgCsz.O}, and in fact do aU the manufacturing processes from the 
eheet metal and glaee blanks on through the finisheu unit. About 50% of a p:ro
duction run have a sensitivity of 100 f.&a per lumen, lOo/'o have 120 J.ta per lumen. 
The transit-time spread ia on the order of 1 x 10-8 second; as the unit is intended 
for astronomical use, no attempt was made to decrease the transit time, or the 
spread in trant:.lit time. Production quantity is but a few per week, not quite 
enough to supply the demands of astronomers. 

Particle Acce1l.erators 

The Saday p;oton synchrotron 4 had progressed to the point where sufficient 
numbers of magnet sections had been teoted to allow the start of the aosembly of 
the magnet. The magnet power supply and injector (both from outside supplil!ll"S1 
·were not yet delivered. A modal of the final amplifier and fuU .. ecale cavity wan 
about to be tested statically. Technically the magnet is of intereot because of 
the use of an air gap between the pole tips and the yoke. The magnetic measure
ment techniqueS was interesting in that it employed tbe principle of the system 
of the Birmingham switched integrators. but with a much simplified read-out 
system, utilizing standard decade scalers. The rf system waa envisioned as 
utilizing the field-integrator system of the Cosmotron, with a Bevatron~type 
stabilizing syotem for the integrator. and the Bevatron frequency-programing 
ayetem (Do diode computer~-the integrator output directly operates a Bev&rtron-type 
ferrite saturating circuit in a Coemotron-type pilot oscillator system). The output 
of the oscillator will drive a wide -band class A driver, which will in turn d:rive a 
Cla.s15 Al~ push-pull, self-tuned, tetrode final amplifier. Through a very careful 
teating program, and extensive calculations, a design was arrived at which utilize3 
three types of ferrites and~ wide-to~erance programed-rotating capacitor. The 
results expected are a peak d power of only Z kw. an.d varying by only a fz.c:tor 
of Z through the range, at 3 kv acrose the accelerating gap (about 1.5 times 
threshold for equilibrium phase angle of 30°).. The second-harmonic operation 
places the 3"6-Mev injection at about 750 kc and thfJ final energy of about 1.8 to 1..1 
Bev at about 8"5 Me (845 em radius, ~0 to 14 kgauss). 

4 H. Bruck and R. Levy-Mandel, Sur le: p:rojet du synchrotron&: protons de Saclay, 
Nuevo Cimento No ! del Supplemento al Vol. Zo Sd!lrie X (1955). p. 4~3. 

s· 
. J" Ta.ieb •.. Ho Guillen. A. Gobet, and J" Mey, Appareillage de mesure d 1un 

champ mngnetique var.iable; ronda e!<rc:trique, 'Novo 1955, p. 1076 . 

. , 
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It is of interest to compare the proposed saturation syatems to be utilized 
in the self-tuning schemez for the cavities at Saclay. Brookhaven, and CERN. 
The common problem ia to prevent coupling between the saturation current and 
rf current, without incurring a large penalty ir~ loss of rf power, eaturatiag 
power, or speed of response. The Brookhaven solution proposes cavities 
arranged in pairs, and connected so that when the C.avity skin is used as an r:! 
and saturation winding simultaneously, the rf voltages due to each eepa:rate 
cavity add to zero at the saturation supply input. Thie arrangement is ex
pected to give fairly low coupling and a low rf and saturation imp~dance leve·l, 
and thus a fast efficient saturation system ia po~sibla at the relatively low cout 
of a low-impedance rf deeign. CERN propoeea a close -fitting cavity skin. 
allowir&g an external magnetic (oteel) yoke to be brought in close proximity 
to the ferrite. Thee coupling problem is removed owing to the !toroidal d 
flux and crossed oatura.tion flux. This provides an efficient rf arrangement, 
but the speed of reraponse is lew and the oaturation eupply large. ·rhe Saday 
solution ie to provide separate oatu:ratfon and rf windings within the cavity. 
The ferrite loading frames are arranged in two groupe on each side of the 
'~ccelerating gap. The rf winding iB then the "one turn" loop formed by tbe 
half-wave cavity. A hollow meto.l tube, called a "~imney," tben threads the 
groups of ferr~tes, oimilar to the rf winding in the Bevatron master oscillator 
mo.in reactor, in ·such a way that the rf voltages induced by one group of 
ferrite frames is canceled by the next group. The chimney thus forms a cloaed 
rf shielded system within the cavity. The chimney is to be filled with a 
convenient number of saturating tull'."ns. This results in low coupling, and a 
reasonably fast, efficient polarizing supply, at the price of a slightly larger 
ferrite arrangement (to make room for the chimney). 

At CERN, the first few hundred feet of the concrete shell for the Z5-Bev 
machine has been poured. A final amplifier cavity hae been cone t:rueted and is 
being statically heat tested. Dr. C. Schmeltzer just finimhed a paper on a 
proposed analogue for the investigation of the effect of noise in a proton 
aynchrotron. The analogue is quite simple, requiring only two integratoree a 
programed potentiometer, a signal source, and a phase-adjustable sampling 
oyotem. 

At Harwell, Dr. Pickmvance 3a group is assembling the tank on the first 
section of the linear accelerator for the CERN injector system. The eucceEia 
of the external beam experiments with the Liverpool cyclotron has caused 
abandonment of the 500-Mev linear accelerator project. The group im con
sidering ways to obtain a high-beam-inte~ity machinep of the order of 6 Bev. 
Current thinking io: injection9 S ma at 5 l)ev (Van de Graaffh repetition rate. 
1 per second. The obvious problt~m io the magnet power supply. Reduction 
of magnet-energy otorage iu felt to be the key to a magnet power supply o£ 
relllsona.ble-size. The group reasons that since a high-beam-current machine; 
requires a large horizontal aperture, they can (l} use strong vertical focv.sin.g 
to reduce the vertical aperture, or (l) uee two magnets--a large unit for 
acceleration to ~e order of 1 Bev, and a small magnet for 1 to 6 Bev. 

~ 

° C. N. Winnings tad, The l:f SystElm of the Bevatron, UCRL -Z543, p. 17. 
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At Eindhoven, the accelerator program consists of "stock" cyclotrontJ 
and Cockroft- Walton generators. Dr. Vester is currently supervising the 
production of prototype compact, enclosed Cockroft- Walton units, and of 
deuterium ice targets. · 

At Brookhaven, the electron analogue machine neatly demonei:?ated 
the practicability of a ~'bootstrap" type frequency-generating system. A one~ 
turn beam is injected into the machine; a sumtype induction electrode pickc 1..\P 
the beam rotation signal, which is fed to a phase-shifting amplifier, oupplying fuc. 
acceleration potential. The phase shifter is operated by the errol' signal produc<~d 
by the equipment that indicates radial-position. Observation of the beam by 
means of the sum induction electrode discloses only a gradual factor .. of-Z loao 
during the acceleration cycle; th~ phase transition point is difficult to observe 
on the sum signal, but is easily marked on the radial-position error eignal. 

· The reveroal of the phase of the rf occure over the period of many rf cycl(~Hl 
(and beam tours), but causes a very small beam loss. 

This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission. 




